
Course Outline and Assessment.

Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination

Economics: Unit Two

Teacher: Mr. Paul Ochieng

ASSESSMENT# WEEK DATE OBJECTIVES TASK DUE
DATE

1.National
Income
Accounting

1-2 Sept 4

Sept 11

1.Explain the
circular flow of
income
2.Explain the
concept of
National Income
Accounts
3. Explain the
different ways of
deriving National
income accounts
4.Interpret
National statistics
5. Use National
Incomeaccounts
toanalyze the
performance on an
economy as a
whole.
6. Derive real GDP
from nominal GDP.
Explain the
limitation of GDP

.Essay:
a. Outline the concept of
circular flow of income; b.
Explain the different ways of
measuring national income
C.Derive real GDP from
Nominal GDP
(20 marks).

Explain the limitation of GDP
(20 marks) Sept

10th



ASSESSMENT
#

2.Classical
models of the
macro
economy

WEEK

3-5

DATE

Sept 18

OBJECTIVES FOR
TASK

1. Explain why
within the classical
model, all
employment is
voluntary
2. Explain how full
employment is
restored in the
classical model.
3. Explain the
factors that
influence
aggregate demand.
4.Eplain the factors
that influence
aggregate supply
5. Interpret the
classical long run
supply curve
6. Explain price
level with
With classical
mode
7 Use the classical
aggregate demand
and supplymodel
to show changes in
the price level and
employment

TASK

Group work; presentation and
Discussion, a. Explaining the
classical model in relation to
voluntary employment.
b. the factors that affect
aggregate demand and
aggregate supply.
(20 Marks)

DUE
DATE

Sept
29th

3.Basic
Keynesian
Models

5-11 Oct 2 1. Explain the
consumption
function.
2. Explain the
relationship
between saving
and consumption.
3. Calculate the
simple multiplier.
4.Explain the
effects of changes
in investment on
national income
5. Explain the
effect of govt.

.TEST:
Using past paper.

a. Describe the effect of
withdrawals and
injection on national
income

b. Determine the
equilibrium level of
national income.

c.Explain inflationary and
deflationary gaps
(20 Marks)



Assessment Week DATE OBJECTIVE OF THE
TASK
spending on
national income.
6.Describe the
effect of
withdrawals and
injections on
national income,
7. Explain the
relationship
between net
exports and
national income.
8. Determine the
equilibrium level of
national income.
9.Explain
inflationary and
Deflationary gaps

TASK DUE
DATE

Oct26th

4.Investment 12 Oct 30 1.Explain the
concept of
investment
2.Differentiate
between the
investment
demand curve and
the investment
curves
3.Explian the
accelerator theory
4. Outline the
factors that
account for the
volatility of invest
ment

Class work:
a. Explain the concept of

investment;
differentiate between
demand curve and
investment curves.

b. Identify factors that
account for the
volatility of investment.
(20marks)
END OF TERM
EXAMINATION covers
from 1-4

Nov.
10th



5.
Unemploymen
t and inflation

6.Monetary
theory and
policy

14-16

17-18

NOV13

Jan4

1.Explain what is
meant by the
labour force
2.Explain the
unemployment
rate
3.Distinguish
between
unemployment and
underemployment
4.Evaluate the
costs of
unemployment
5.Explain the
causes of
unemployment
6. Evaluate the
policies used to
reduce
unemployment.
7.Explain the
causes of inflation
8. Distinguish
between real and
nominal variables.
9. Explain how
inflation is
measured.
10. Explain the
causes of inflation.
11. Evaluate the
effects of inflation.

1 .Explain the
concept of money.
2. Outline the
functions of
money.
3.Explain the
demand of money
4. Explain the
supply of money.
5. Explain
monetary policy.
6. Explain how the
money supply is

Class work/class presentation:
on the following.

a. Evaluate the costs of
unemployment

b. Explain the causes of
un employment

c. Explain the measures to
reduce unemployment.

d. Explain the causes of
inflation

e. Explain how inflation is
measured.

f. Evaluate the effects of
inflation.
(50 marks)

TEST
Past paper questions.
a. Explain the demand

for money and
supply of money.

b. Explain monetary
policy.

c. Explain how
money supply is
controlled

d. Explain how
money is create in
the banking system

e. Describe the
effects of monetary
policy on national
income

(50 marks)

Nov30t
h

Jan 22th



7. Fiscal Policy

8. Growth and
Sustainable
Development

19

20

Feb 1st

Feb18

controlled.
7. Explain how
money is created in
the banking
system.
8. Explain why
residents
substitute foreign
for domestic
currency.
9.Explain the
Quantity Theory of
Money
10. Outline the
types of monetary
policy
11. Describe the
effects of monetary
policy on national
income.
12 .Evaluate the
limitations of
monetary policy.

1.Explain the
concept of fiscal
policy
2. Outline the goals
of fiscal policy
3.Explain the
nature of the
budget.
4. Explain the
balanced budget
multiplier.
5. Outline methods
of financing budget
deficits.
6. Evaluate the
limitations of fiscal
policy.
7. Distinguish
between
discretionary and
non-discretionary
fiscal policy.
1 .Distinguish
between growth

Class presentation/group
a. Explain the balanced

budget multiplier
b. outline methods of

financing budget
not to be graded

C. Evaluate the limitations of
fiscal policy

d. Distinguish between
discretionary and non –
discretionary fiscal
policy.
(50marks)

Essay on the following
concepts:
a. Distinguish

between growth
and development

b. Explain the concept
of sustainable
development.

c. list the factors that
determine growth

d. Describe the
characteristics of
Caribbean
economies

Feb16th

Feb
23th



9.
International
Trade

22-23

Feb28

March

and development.
2. Explain the
concept of
sustainable
development.
3. Outline the
factors that
determine growth.
4. Outline the
factors that
contribute to
sustainable
development.
5. Explain the
concept of human
development.
6. Analyze the
structural
characteristics of
Caribbean
economies.
7. Analyze the
impact of the
region’s structural
characteristics on
sustainable.

1. Analyze the role
of imports and
exports in a small
open economy.
2. Outline the
factors that
influence exports
and imports.
3.Explain the of
foreign
Exchangeearnings
on a small open
economy.
4. Explain the

(50 total)

Case study:
On the theory of comparative
and absolute advantage

Class discussion/Presentation
a. Evaluate thearguments

of protection.
b. Evaluate the arguments

for trade liberalization
c. Outline methods of

protection
d. Explain the commodity

terms of trade and
calculate the terms.
Graded work
(50 marks)

March
9th

March
19th



10.Balance of
Payments and
Exchange
Rates.

Economic
Integration

24

25

12th

March
20th

theory of
comparative
advantage.
5. Evaluate the
arguments of
protection.
6.Evaluate the
arguments for
Trade
Liberalization.
7.Outline methods
of trade protection.
8. Explain the
commodity terms
of trade.
9.Interpret changes
in the commodity
terms.
10. Calculate the
commodity terms.

1.Explain the
balance of
payments.
2. Distinguish
between the
current account
and capital
account.
3.Analyze the
causes and
consequences of
balance of
payments
disequilibria.
4. Outline the
policy measure for
correcting balance
of payments
disequilibria.
5. Explain exchange
rates.
6. Explain exchange
rates
determination.
7. Distinguish
between fixed and

Class work;
a.. Explain the balance of
payment concept.
c. Analyze the causes and
consequences of balance of
payment disequilibria
c. Outline the policy measure
for correcting balance of
payment.
( 25marks}

TEST:
a. Define exchange rate

regime
b. Explain exchange rate

determination.
c. List the different types

of exchange rates
d. Describe the effects of

the exchange rate
change
(25 marks)

Home work

a. Define integration
and explain the
main forms of
integration.

b. Evaluate the
objectives of the
Caribbean
integration.

c. Assess the

March
26th

March



International
Economic
Relations

26-28

March
27th

floating exchange
rate regimes.
8. Describe the
effects of the
exchange rate
change.

1.Explain the main
forms of economic
integration.
2. Evaluate the
costs and benefits
of economic
integration.
3. Evaluate the
objectives of
Caribbean
integration.
4. Analyze the
implications of
international
integration
arrangements for
Caribbean
economies.

1.Explain the role
and functions of
the World Trade
Organization
(WTO).
2.Explain the role
of international
financial
institutions (IFT’S).
3. Explain the term
multinational
(transnational)
corporation.
4.
Explain the nature
of foreign direct

implications of
international
integration to the
Caribbean
countries
(50 total)

30th

April 5th



investment.
5.Outline the
potential benefits
and disadvantages
of foreign direct
investment.
6. Explain the term
globalization.
7. Describe the
factors responsible
for globalization.
8 .Evaluate the
effects of
globalization on
developing
countries.

TEST:
a. Explain the

functions
/Roles of IMF,
WB,WTO,IFI’S

b. Explain the
nature of direct
investment,
and list some of
the advantages
and
disadvantages
to the host
country

c. Describe the
factors
responsible for
globalization.

d. What are its
possible effects
to the
developing
countrieslike
(Jamaica).

10th
April


